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Division and one Cavalry Eegiment); in doing so lie added
that it was essential that they should arrive m Baghdad not
later than one month after its occupation, as this—he esti-
mated—was the period required by the enemy for the pre-
paration of a counter-stroke. The administrative situation
remained completely in the background. The difficulties of
transporting these troops from the base or of maintaining
them in the field do not appear to have been considered, nor
were General Nixon's requirements in river transport even
made known to the Military Secretary at the India Office, who
represented that Department on the Special Committee.
On the 2]st, the Naval and Military appreciation
of the situation was laid before the Committee. Its
chief points were :—that while the early occupation
of Baghdad seemed feasible, it was uncertain that General
Nixon could retain it; that, even allowing for Turk-
ish difficulties in the inter-reinforcement of their various
battle-fronts, it was possible for the enemy to con-
centrate rixty thousand men in or near Baghdad by
the end of January; that two or more Indian Divisions
could be made available and might enable General Nixon
successfully to meet this counter stroke; and, finally, that
the moral advantages of the advance were likely to be very
great. Nevertheless, Lord Kitchener, Secretary of State
for War, was still opposed to any more serious undertaking
than a raid on the city.
The prospect of reinforcements being made available
brought about a distinct change in military opinion at the
India Office and in India. At Army Headquarters it was
pointed out that "Baghdad in the hands of the Turks be-
comes the base for operations by both Tigris and Euphrates
lines and for the coercion of Persia, whiles politically,
failure to seize what appears to be within our grasp would
be interpreted as weakness throughout Asia.. ," It was
not realised that the arrival of reinforcements must still
further prejudice the administrative situation.
On the 21st, the War Committee asked the Viceroy for his
considered opinion. On the 23rd, without having consulted
the Commander-in-Chief, his responsible military adviser, the
Viceroy answered, saying that he accepted the risk of
advancing and stating that he would order General Nixon to
march1 on Baghdad at once.
The War Committee approved this step, with the proviso
that before advancing General Nixon was to satisfy himself of
Ms ability to capture Baghdad, and ordered the despatch of

